EU Declaration of Conformity

We, the company

Kollmorgen Corporation, 201 W Rock Rd, Radford VA, 24141-4099, USA

hereby in sole responsibility declare the conformity of the product series

Product: Motion Control Feedback Device
Series: SFA (Smart Feedback Adapter)
Models: AKD2G-CON-SFA-R00
AKD2G-CON-SFA-R00-D
AKD2G-CON-SFA-Rnn where nn defines the cable length
AKD2G-CON-SFA-Rnn-D where nn defines the cable length and
AKD2G-CON-SFA-E00
AKD2G-CON-SFA-E00-D
AKD2G-CON-SFA-Enn where nn defines the cable length
AKD2G-CON-SFA-Enn-D where nn defines the cable length

With the following directive
- EC-Directive 2014/30/EU - Electromagnetic compatibility directive (EMCD)

Used designated standard(s):

And further directive(s)

Used designated standard(s):

Year of first Declaration: 2021

These products comply with The ROHS directive - EC-Directive 2011/65/EU and with the Amendment EC-Directive 2015/863/EU.

Issued by: North America Product Compliance Leader • Engineering
David Digby Empson
Radford, 2021-12-20

Responsible person for technical documentation:
Mr. D. Empson, Kollmorgen Corporation, Radford VA, 24141-4099, USA, Phone + 1 540 639 2495